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In its third generation, it became a four-door sedan â€”present. It was Honda's first model with
Integrated Motor Assist system and the most fuel efficient gasoline-powered car available in the
U. The Insight was launched April in the UK as the lowest priced hybrid on the market and
became the best selling hybrid for the month. The Insight ranked as the top-selling vehicle in
Japan for the month of April , a first for a hybrid model. In the following month, December ,
Insight became the first hybrid available in North America, followed seven months later by the
Toyota Prius. The Insight featured optimized aerodynamics and a lightweight aluminum
structure to maximize fuel efficiency and minimize emissions. As of , the first generation Insight
still ranks as the most fuel-efficient United States Environmental Protection Agency EPA
certified gasoline-fueled vehicle, with a highway rating of 61 miles per US gallon 3. The
first-generation Insight was manufactured as a two-seater, launching in a single trim level with a
manual transmission and optional air conditioning. In the second year of production two trim
levels were available: manual transmission with air conditioning , and continuously variable
transmission CVT with air conditioning. The only major change during its life span was the
introduction of a trunk-mounted, front-controlled, multiple-disc CD changer. In addition to its
hybrid drive system, the Insight was small, light and streamlined â€” with a drag-coefficient of 0.
At the time of production, it was the most aerodynamic production car to be built. When the car
is not moving, for example at a stop light, the engine shuts off. The next generation, used in the
Honda Civic Hybrid , is much more space-efficient. A computer control module regulates how
much power comes from the internal combustion engine, and how much from the electric
motor; in the CVT variant, it also finds the optimal gear ratio. The digital displays on the
dashboard display fuel consumption instantaneously. On the manual transmission up and down
arrows suggest when to shift gears. Dashboard gauges monitor the current battery status,
instantaneous fuel consumption, and mode of the electric motor â€” standby, engine assist or
charging the batteries. High pressure 2. The original Insight had a conventional manual
transmission. A traditional transmission shifts between a fixed set of engine-to-wheel ratios;
however, a CVT allows for an infinite set of ratios between its lowest gear and its highest. A
feature shared by the two hybrids and now appearing in others is the ability to automatically
turn off the engine when the vehicle is at a stop and restart it upon movement. Since it is more
powerful than most starters of conventional cars, the Insight's electric motor can start the
engine nearly instantaneously. The Intelligent Power Unit, the Power control Unit, the Electronic
Control Unit, the vehicle's batteries, DC-to-DC converter and a high-voltage inverter are all
located under the cargo floor of the vehicle, behind the seats. Honda increased the vehicle's
fuel efficiency using aluminum and plastic extensively to reduce the vehicle's weight. The basic
structure is a new, lightweight aluminum monocoque , reinforced in key areas with aluminum
extrusions joined at cast aluminum lugs. The fuel tank is plastic; the engine mounts are
aluminum; and the exhaust is a small, thin wall pipe. Insight has a coefficient of drag of 0. The
CVT-equipped Insight is classified as a super-low emissions vehicle. The Insight and the NSX
are aluminum-bodied, while the S employs a steel body with aluminum hood. At the Tokyo
Motor Show , Honda introduced the concept car Honda IMAS, an extremely fuel-efficient and
lightweight hybrid car made of aluminum and carbon fiber, which was perceived by most
observers to be the future direction where the Insight was heading. With its aluminum body and
frame, the Insight was an expensive car to produce and was never designed for high-volume
sales. With an aerodynamic fuel-saving shape similar to its predecessor, the Honda CR-X , and
some unconventional body colors it was a bit more than mainstream car buyers could handle,
preferring more conservative styles. To fill the market niche void, in Honda rolled out a hybrid
version of the Honda Civic â€” Honda Civic Hybrid , followed by Toyota's redesign of the Prius
in as a model. Total global cumulative sales for the first generation Insight were 17, units. The
Insight was the first mass-produced hybrid automobile sold in the United States, achieving 70
miles per US gallon 3. The first generation Insight was the most fuel efficient gasoline-powered
car available in the U. The EPA changed the way it estimated fuel economy starting with the
model year. Insight owners who are " hypermilers " compete to achieve maximum travel
distance with each refueling. The contest was won by Car and Driver magazine, which rigged a
box behind a Ford Excursion , and had the Insight drive within the confines of the box. With
much less wind resistance, the Insight made the trip with a fuel consumption of The New York
Times noted that "[if] you drive the car badly, you will get bad mileage. In the EU fuel economy
tests , the Insight achieved a combined efficiency figure Cars registered in the UK after qualified
for free road tax because of their low CO 2 emissions registered cars would be taxed on the
lower rate of the old system based on engine size. As a hybrid, the Insight did also qualify for an
exemption from the London Congestion Charge. The Insight being homologated as a vehicle,
and hence not Euro 4 compliant, meant it no longer meets the criteria. As of June in the U. In ,
Honda introduced its second-generation Insight based on an all-new, 5-passenger, 5-door,

dedicated hybrid platform, which was also later used for the Honda CR-Z. The concept version
of the Insight liftback hybrid electric vehicle had made its public debut at the Paris Motor Show.
The Honda Insight was specifically designed to make hybrid technology more affordable to a
wide range of buyers. Departing from the first generation Insight's two-seat configuration, the
Insight is a 5-passenger, 5-door dedicated hybrid vehicle that includes the fifth generation of
Honda's Integrated Motor Assist IMA hybrid powertrain. The Insight was facelifted in in the
United Kingdom and in for the model year in the United States, with updates to the suspension,
styling and interior. There are revisions to the recoil rate of the springs, change of the rear
camber angles and alterations to the rear suspension brace and adjusting mounts. As a result,
Honda promised better ride, handling and stability. Interior changes include revisions to the
dashboard, seat fabric, and some plastics. The air vents received a chrome surround and a
silver garnish now adorns the door sills. Honda chose a 5-door hatchback configuration for the
latest Insight. The wedge-shaped body assists aerodynamics and reduces drag for improved
fuel economy. The wedge shape of the second-generation Insight has been criticized by many
automotive journalists for its similarities with the more successful and older second-generation
Toyota Prius. The reason we chose a five-door hatchback was that we wanted the car to be
popular in Europe. American Honda â€” the biggest market â€” asked us to build a car with a
boot, but we rejected that idea, because to compete with other green cars and sell more in
Europe, it had to be a five-door hatchback. Of course, aerodynamically it is also a more
favourable shape. The Insight's exterior design merges design cues from both the first
generation Insight the tapered tail and triangular taillights and Honda's production hydrogen
fuel cell vehicle, the FCX Clarity the low hood, six-point front grille, and wedge-shaped profile.
The interior of the new Insight includes a variation of the two-tier instrument panel first
introduced on the Honda Civic. In this arrangement, a digital speedometer is mounted high on
the instrument panel within the driver's normal line-of-sight for ease of visibility. An analog
tachometer, fuel gauge, hybrid assist gauge, and Multi-Information Display are housed in the
lower tier. This system mates an internal combustion engine with an electric motor mounted
directly to the engine's crankshaft between the engine and transmission. Honda states that this
configuration is less complex, lower cost, and compact enough to accommodate a wide range
of vehicle sizes when compared to competing hybrid powertrains. Honda has used previous
generations of this IMA system on all of its production hybrid vehicles including the original
Insight, Civic Hybrid, and Accord Hybrid. Advanced development has allowed the Insight's IMA
system to be 19 percent smaller and 28 percent lighter than the previous generation IMA used in
the existing Civic Hybrid. The Insight's IMA includes a high-efficiency, lightweight, low-friction
1. The motor acts as a generator during braking, steady cruising, gentle deceleration and
coasting in order to recharge the IMA battery. The motor also serves as the engine starter,
quickly spinning the engine to idle speed after Idle Stop and during normal vehicle starting. The
system will automatically switch to a back-up, conventional volt starter to start the engine if the
IMA system is disabled or if the car is started at extreme cold temperatures. As an additional
safety feature, Honda's hybrid configuration allows the car to operate like a conventional,
petrol-engine vehicle even if the IMA hybrid-electric motor system is completely disabled. The
Insight's Continuously Variable Transmission CVT provides infinite ratios to keep the engine
operating within its most efficient range. Forward gear ratios are infinitely variable between 3.
Final drive is 4. On Insight EX models, paddle shifters mounted behind the steering wheel allow
the driver to engage a manual shift mode and select from seven simulated gear ratios for full
control over acceleration and engine braking. Since the CVT's gear ratios are continuously
variable the system electronically directs the transmission to up- or downshift into
pre-determined ratios when the driver taps the shift paddles. In normal driving, the CVT allows
the engine and IMA motor to stay in their most efficient operating range thereby providing
superior fuel efficiency to that of a conventional automatic transmission with fixed gear ratios.
The CVT's variable gear ratios allow for both quick, initial acceleration and efficient, low-rpm
cruising. In the drive-by-wire system, the engine's throttle body is controlled by the powertrain
computer in response to the accelerator pedal positionâ€”allowing the computer to determine
the optimal throttle body, fuel, and CVT settings based on the accelerator pedal position and its
rate of travel. Car and Driver magazine performed a comparison between the Honda Insight and
the Toyota Prius. Overall, Car and Driver selected the Insight as their preferred vehicle due to its
"fun-to-drive" qualities including superior handling, steering, braking, and paddle-shifted
transmission. The Insight's IMA is powered by a flat, nickel-metal hydride battery pack located
below the cargo floor between the rear wheels. The 84 module battery is manufactured by
Sanyo Electric [57] and provides a nominal system voltage of The battery is recharged
automatically by scavenging engine power, when needed, and by regenerative braking when the
car is decelerating. The power management electronics, battery modules, and cooling system

are all self-contained within the IMA battery pack. The system monitors and displays the
positive or negative effect of a driving style on the vehicle's fuel economy. As a visual aid, the
background of the Insight's digital speedometer glows green when the car is being driven in an
efficient manner. Somewhat less-efficient driving makes the meter glow blue-green. Aggressive
starts and stops that consume extra fuel make the meter glow blue. By observing the color shift
of the speedometer background, the driver receives assistance in developing driving habits that
typically enhance fuel economy. In ECON mode, the driver trades off a measure of performance
for enhanced fuel economy but gains the following advantages:. The Multi-information display,
located in the center of the tachometer, can be toggled through nine different screens of vehicle
information including instantaneous fuel economy, hybrid system schematic, trip computer,
and ECO Guide. The ECO Guide display includes a real-time graphic that provides a target zone
for acceleration and deceleration in order to achieve maximum fuel economy. When the ignition
switch is turned off, a summary screen displays a scoring function that encourages drivers to
take an interest in developing fuel-efficient driving habits over the long term. The Insight's
compact chassis is derived from components used in the Honda Fit. The most significant
difference between the Fit and the Insight platform is the position of the fuel tank. While the Fit
locates the fuel tank under the front seats, the Insight positions the fuel tank under the rear
seats. This allows the Insight's hybrid battery pack to be located in the cargo floor below the
spare tire, to accommodate folding rear seats, lower roofline, and a more aerodynamic body
shape. Front and rear suspension components from the Fit are used including MacPherson
struts at the front and an H-shaped torsion beam at the rear to keep the load floor low. Front and
rear stabilizer bars are also installed. The rack-and-pinion steering uses electric assist and
allows the Insight to steer normally even when the engine is shut off in Idle Stop mode. The
braking system includes four-channel ABS, electronic brake distribution, and a creep aid
system to prevent the car from rolling on a hill. A brake booster pressure monitoring system
monitors vacuum when the engine is shut off during Idle Stop mode. Traction control and
vehicle stability assist are also included. The front brakes are single-piston sliding caliper with a
one-piece ventilated rotor. Drum brakes are used in the rear. The air conditioning system on the
new Insight has an expanded thermodynamic range compared to conventional systems. Unlike
the separate low pressure and high pressure refrigerant pipes used in conventional systems,
the Insight has its low pressure cold pipe enclosing the high pressure hot refrigerant pipe that
allows the cold refrigerant on its way back to the engine bay to cool the warm refrigerant
traveling to the cabin. A unique, spiral groove along the outside of the inner pipe increases the
surface area and therefore the efficiency of the heat transfer between the outer and inner tubes.
This improves the thermal efficiency of the air-conditioning system and, as a result, less effort
is required from the compressor, resulting in improved fuel efficiency. In order to control costs,
Honda decided not to include the electric-assist air conditioning compressor used in the Civic
Hybrid. The Civic Hybrid's electric-assist allows the air conditioning compressor to continue
running using battery pack power to maintain cabin temperature when the engine is shut off in
Idle Stop mode. Instead, the Insight limits the duration of the Idle Stop mode during air
conditioning use and restarts the engine, when needed, to maintain cabin temperature.
However, when the Insight's ECON function is engaged, a longer Idle Stop time is invoked for
improved fuel efficiency at the expense of rapid cabin cooling. In other words, the air
conditioning stops whenever the car stops, as in stop-and-go traffic. During Idle Stop the
blower continues to run albeit at a low speed. A facelifted Insight for Europe is shown at the
Frankfurt auto show. Honda facelifted the Insight for model year. There are several significant
changes to improve the car, including exterior, interior, driving and fuel economy. In the
exterior, Honda updates the front with larger air intakes on the lower front fascia, installs new
head- and taillights, and has new wheel designs. The aerodynamic efficiency is improved by two
percent. In the interior, the rear-seat and headliner are redesigned to add more rear legroom and
headroom, improving comfort, additional sound insulation is added and the cupholders are
larger. A rear camera and a gigabyte flash card system now comes with the Navi system.
Furthermore, the gauge cluster is refreshed. Changes in design led to excessive oil
consumption that could require replacement of parts of the engine. In , Honda addressed the
concern in [63] and, in , extended the warranty to cover these flaws for eight years. Despite
technological advances, the fuel efficiency of the second-generation Insight was lower than that
of the first because of significant increases in size, weight and power. Honda sold , Insights
worldwide in In an interview in early February , a Honda executive disclosed that Honda
produced around , hybrids a year in Japan. The Insight was removed from Honda Canada's
website in November The new Insight began sales in Japan on February 6, The reception in
Japan exceeded Honda's original forecast of 5, monthly sales. This resulted as less availability
to overseas markets and Honda has to start production on a second line at its Suzuka factory in

mid-June to increase production from units a day. The car went on sale on March 24, , in the U.
Within less than ten months from its introduction, Insight total sales for in the U. In December ,
Honda introduced a less expensive Insight hybrid for the model year to help boost sales. For
the LX model, center armrest, cruise control, USB connectivity for the audio system and floor
mats are newly added. Electronic stability control and brake assist became standard across all
trim levels. All models come with automatic climate control. Honda explained the move "to
make the vehicle more affordable for those younger customers who couldn't previously get into
a hybrid. In , 20, Insights were sold in the country. For model year, upgraded upholstery, map
light, and steering-wheel-mounted controls are added to LX trim; Bluetooth, automatic
headlights, a synthetic leather and premium fabric upholstery, plus a leather-wrapped steering
wheel and shift knob are added to EX trim. Rearview camera and a gigabyte flash card system
are added to the navigation system. In October , Consumer Reports named the Honda Insight
the most reliable vehicle as it scored the highest of any vehicles in predicted reliability,
according to its annual vehicles reliability survey. The Insight is no longer exempted from the
London congestion charge. The Insight was launched as the lowest-priced hybrid car in
Australia starting from December Its fuel economy is rated 4. As of March , Honda has sold 2,
units since the introduction of the Insight in April of which were sold in the first three months of
As of January , the Honda Insight is exempt of road tax. The sales of the Honda Insight, along
with those of the Honda Civic Hybrid , helped Honda achieve their best sales result in the
Netherlands since The 'Refreshed' model new front etc. The Insight was launched in Korea in
October as the lowest priced hybrid car offered by import automakers. It was priced slightly
more than the top model Honda City. It is reported that a few hundred sales orders were
received even before its launch. In , Insight was the best selling hybrid in the country with a
total of 4, sold. Early reviews praised the Insight's futuristic styling, handling, and price but
noted that it was less powerful, less fuel efficient, and less comfortable than other more
expensive hybrids. It did not perform as well in Edmunds or Popular Mechanics tests. Autoblog
praised it for its fuel economy, tight handling, and good steering feedback, and stated "the
Insight is a shockingly fun car to drive in a spirited manner in spite of the comparatively modest
thrust available. Automotive critic Jeremy Clarkson , known for his disdain for hybrid vehicles,
criticized the Insight for its continuously variable transmission, engine noise, and build quality.
He recognized that the price was low, but concluded that a Volkswagen Golf was a better deal.
In addition, they state it "is by far the most enjoyable hybrid hatchback to drive" and praised the
ride for being firm, the steering for being relatively responsive, and the seamless integration
between the electric and internal combustion engine. The game has moved on. In November ,
Honda informed dealers in Japan that Insight production would stop. It is based on the
tenth-generation Honda Civic sedan, and shares similar exterior and interior dimensions
although the Insight is about one inch longer than its non-hybrid counterpart. Unlike the
previous Insight, it is a traditional sedan, not a five-door liftback. The new Insight uses Honda's
third generation two-motor hybrid powertrain, featuring a 1. The Insight shares the same trunk
space as the tenth-generation Honda Civic Sedan, as the batteries for the Insight do not impede
on trunk space. The fully digital LCD instrument cluster was taken from the larger Honda
Accord , and many interior styling features were taken from the tenth-generation Honda Civic
Sedan, which is assembled at the same Greensburg, Indiana plant as the all-new Insight. From
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Integra SJ. Accord CB. Accord CD. Accord CF. Accord CG. Accord CL. Accord CU. FCX Clarity.
Civic Coupe. Integra Coupe. Accord Coupe. Legend Coupe. CR-X del Sol. Sport compact. Civic
Type R. Integra Type R. Sports car. Accord Type R. Accord Euro-R. NSX Type R. Subcompact
crossover. Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Station wagon. Civic Shuttle. Accord CF6.
Accord CM. Mini MPV. Mobilio Spike. EV Plus. Compact MPV. Odyssey RA6. Odyssey RB.
Odyssey RB3. Odyssey RC. Odyssey RL3. Odyssey RL5. Odyssey RL6. Acty Van. City Pro. Civic
Van. Civic Pro. Partner Van. Accord Sedan. Sport utility vehicle. Pickup truck. Vehicle exclusive
to Southern California available for leasing purposes only. The Pilot is a natural next step for
CR-V owners with growing families. The current Pilot is an extremely functional and pleasant
vehicle as long as you don't expect excitement. It performs the family-hauling duties of a
minivan with some added machismo, and without being a poster child for a "Mom-mobile. In
that respect, the Pilot does a commendable minivan impression with its flexible seating for
eight; a roomy, versatile, and feature-filled interior; and easy access to all three seating rows. It
also addresses many of the previous generation's flaws, with a more comfortable ride, a quieter
cabin and better furnished interior. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the
vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The
dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our
latest subscriber survey of Honda Pilot owners. The owner comments describe problems
respondents experienced with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel
controls, portable music device interface e. Sometimes screen goes blank and I have to restart
the car. Turning off vehicle and restart fixes it. This is expensive repair that I believe will ghost
my car through the 10 years I own it. They could do much better. It was fixed by the dealer after
the second time. It is insensitive to touch so many times it has to be touched times to function.
It is not intuitive and you can easily get lost in various areas by accidentally touching the wrong
spot. You constantly have to take your eyes off the road to figure out what is going on with the
screen. Its a potential accident causer and dangerous. I can't get this feature to work. A Honda
technician tried to do it but couldn't either. This was a feature to me that was very important in
order to do hands-free while driving. It took two Honda visits to get it right. The 2nd visit they
took out the whole system and replaced it with a new one. No Cost to me. They said debri had
gotten in there from the first repair. I never really understood what the problem was but
whatever it was it was not a simple fix. I live in a winter climate. First warm day was April 27th.
Took it to the delear 3 times, but they said it works according to design. They claim this is
normal of all Honda Pilots and refuse to fix. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. Honda says its the way it is they do some kind of adjustment but it returns in 5k
to 7k miles after their adjustment. I couldn't wait to sell it after 1 year but, I drive so much the
value is very poor. Maybe at the 3 year mark I will be able to get rid of car. Engine revs up them
it re-engages with sharp snap in driveline. When my wife returned to the dealership we showed
the mechanics the stains on our driveway. He practically called my wife a liar. He asked her if
the mailman was parking on our driveway. A service advisor gave her a large piece of cardboard
to place under the vehicle overnight. Sure enough, there were a couple of stains the following
morning. We recently brought it in again - a year after this occurred. They reported two wet
spots. My wife had to make another appointment where they performed 4 hours worth of work.
I've never had a problem like this with a new vehicle I've leased or puchased. We will probably
never lease or buy a Honda Pilot again and we love Honda. We have the Accord and Odyssey
and they never gave us an issue. Wind noise is higher than expected and more so than my old
minivan". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Went to dealership 3 times
but they could not correct the problem. Very annoying. I had to complain to Hoda three time

before the radar unit was replaced. The ACC would slow the Pilot from 79 to 63, causing the car
to nose dive. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or
moldings, rust. Fingernail natural and short easily scratches the surface on door handles etc".
Dealer repaired problem satisfactorily under warranty. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and
related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Passengers front door lock
not working". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage
includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or
torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Less than 60 days later, check engine light
on. Dealer replaced fuel injectors. No problem in 9 months since. Radiator, cooling fan,
antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Antilock system ABS , parking brake,
master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Cruise
control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire
pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start,
alarm or security system. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch
replacement. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or
sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this
message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Honda Pilot Change Vehicle. There
are 2 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests.
Road Test Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are
conducted on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a
vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission
Transmission Transmission performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response,
shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We
perform our own fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA
figures and the manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into
the fuel line, we run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's
Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel
usage on a prescribed city course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed
driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The
braking rating is a composite of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking
distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling
Several factors go into the rating, including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as
well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how
well the suspension isolates and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body
on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level
in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable
the front seat is for drivers of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our
judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions
Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the
amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year.
This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog
Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better.
Reliability History Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds
of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers
reported on any serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that
they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble
spots included in the table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that
year. Extra weight is given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission
problems. Based on this data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X
indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major
Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain
or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer,
engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator,
cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major
Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement.

Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about
satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than half a million
vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple
question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model?
In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort,
value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes
acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride.
Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it
looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS and side air bags
standard. ESC available in , standard from Head protection air bags standard from Forward
collision warning and automatic emergency braking available from Drive Wheels. AWD , Front.
Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body
Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. Display screen freezes
up "Screen often has garbled pixels, will not pair with phone via USB, interface with bluetooth is
delayed. Rough shifting "Variable speed transmission jumps out of gear caused vehicle to stall
while on the road. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling "I have never had a car paint job
that was so susceptible to scratches and chipping. Differential "Noticed the differential leaking
slightly. Keyless entry "Walk up and walk away locks stopped working. Steering linkage
includes rack and pinion "grinding noise when steeringwheel is turned" Anonymous, AL Honda
Pilot Elite 3. Fuel injection system "Check Engine light on. See All Trouble Spots. Change
Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports.
Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and
reviews. Viewing Threshold What is this? CB77 wrote: I tend to agree about excessive
complexity, due to too much computerization Seems there is an arms-race for increased
automated features between all the makers now Well just watch this! It has made current cars
so complex that it has outstripped the service department's ability to fix a problem that arises.
And in many cases, it even outstrips Honda's ability to fix them. Regarding current drain from
"vampire sources" I have been struck by the fat blue spark that I get when attaching the battery
cables on my new Accord. Then, the only option is to have the car towed for a battery
replacement. This problem is not anecdotal. If the battery is older and holds less charge, or if it
is much colder or warmer than normal, then you have even less time. Let's just say I'm losing
my affection with cars with the excessive automation and electronics. BCMs have become very
complicated without many systems tied in. During validation testing, we even had a 3 stooges
moment. Something on the scale of pushing the horn button activates the wiper blades.
Comical but something like on that level.. I won't get into specifics. I welcome the basic
electronics akin to what cars had in the 90s. Since then it has ballooned out of control with
electronics. Late model toyotas and lexus run a pump in the middle of the night when
everything is shutoff, likely for EVAP system. It runs for 20 minutes. Since I don't drive much in
Pandemic, the negative cable now gets yanked when I shut it down. No more battery drain or
any dogshit OEMs want to have energized when it is sitting there doing nothing. My moms new
accord doesnt get driven for 2 to 3 weeks at times and the voltage goes to I miss analog cars
and I still have one in garage. Modern cars just have more distractions and automation that
removes driver from driving experience. If cars continue to do more work for driver, then the
driver is gradually being removed from the driving experience to the point that u don't need the
driver anymore. We slowly become passengers and like the guy said in the movie Back to the
future, what the hell kind of fun is that. It is the new normal. I find more joy riding a bicycle than
driving some cars. If cars were simpler, we won't need all this complicated software. On a local
drive or in the canyons. A civic lx with a manual transmission, which is no longer available, is
more entertaining to drive than a TLX. Not as capable, but much more fun.. And here you are.
You are too predictable and one sided. Honda is your God and can do no wrong. We got that.
Your rhetoric is consistent and we know where you paycheck comes from.. The picture you
should have posted was any Honda car i referenced from the 90s because it represents the
superiority Honda had back in that Era. They still made it simple back then but not as simple as
your Flintstones mobile. Tire Rack Upgrade Garage. Search for a Dealer:. American Honda
reports January sales More American Honda reports December sales More Acura debuts the
MDX and releases pricing and specs, a few thoughts More American Honda reports November
sales More Join Discussion What one gets Join Discussion Honda is recalling certain model
year Accord Sedan, model year Accord Hybrid, and model year Insight vehicles. A software
error may cause intermittent or continuous disruptions in communication between the Body
Control Module BCM and other components, resulting in illumination of several warning

indicators and malfunction of one or more electronic components. Didn't someone post here
having issues similar mentioned here? My car which is affected by this recall has not exhibited
any odd, software-based, behavior. It does occasionally lose its ability to "read" speed limit
signs Not sure it is even worth having this recall performed, since my dealer is such a dishonest
weasel. Might go have it done at a different dealer InsightX Ze1. Honda should follow the richest
guy's fight and delay tactics. My notice of this recall arrived on Wednesday of this week. Odd
that it has been in effect since mid-December. We are launching a vehicle late this year and
there are some software issues that would take a year to resolve because it so deeply rooted.. I
tend to agree about excessive complexity, due to too much computerization Some estimates are
there are at least electronic functions in a typical car, each with its own processor. Only got 1
year out of my Accord's first battery. One theory is that the makers are going to much smaller
batteries, in search lower weight and better FE. I imagine that these "Vampire Drainers" are also
the culprit. Perhaps all these parasitic devices need to be able to be automatically turned off by
the car, when the car realizes it is being parked for an extended period airport remote parking
and there is danger of the battery being drawn down too much. Or perhaps a built-in solar
trickle charger. That Wall Street Journal article told of a Mercedes owner who returned from a
1-week airline trip, only to find that the battery was so low in his Merc Said the techs at
Mercedes were not surprised at all. I guess that would be one solution to this problem. I was
wondering when Honda PR police was going to jump in. Honda quality have dismished over the
decades. That is well documented and most on this forum knows this. You don't need to go run
off to find links to argue against this. We know the truth irregardless of what you link. They are
still good cars but not as good as they once were. We still hang out here because we love the
brand and know the capabilities of Honda and we want them to deliver the products enthusiasts
want, not what short sighted beans counters can approve. And if you can't see that in the
community here, you need to open your eyes and realize we are an asset to Honda and we
provide Honda invaluable feedback and constructive criticism. We challenge Honda to grow
balls that Soichiro had when he was running the company. We've been around longer than
many of the employees that work at Honda. We have Hondas in our garage not because we get
a paycheck from them. Many of us here are advocates for Honda. Our friends and family turn to
us when they need to buy a car and most of the time, depending on what they are looking, we
steer them towards a Honda and recommend a dealership for them. Most here ignore you or
treat you like a troll because when your attempt to negate any bad press about Honda, you
dumb down the message for an well educated group. You are unable to impart your own
experience because you either have none or your are not allowed to post them. If you truly want
to do good for Honda, know that we are one of the best place to get invaluable customer and
market feedback. We are honest, educated, and we've seen Honda at its best. The people on
this forums are not your adversary so stop responding like one. Join the dialogue, ask
questions, and learn. Share your unique stories and experiences. Of course, if I were you, I
would rather ride my bike than drive in a Camry. InsightX Ze1, what do you ride for a bike?
Personally, I daily ride my trusty and rusty Fuji fixed gear clone. Conti Gatorskin and Hardshell
rubber in x25C have transformed the ride--highly recommended! All information contained
herein remains the property of Velocitech Inc. The convenience of the power window switch is
sure easy to get used to. However, in the life of a vehicle, there will come a day, when pressing
that switch fails to bring the desired result. A replacement is necessary in order to avoid
damaging other parts, such as the regulator, when you manually push and pull the window into
its desired position. After all, even though everybody knows that moving the window by hand
will pull it off its track or worse, with the hot sun beating through it or the cold rain pouring in, it
is difficult to resist pushing and pulling at the window. Our specialists here at PartsGeek know
what it's like to love your car, and so we are on a mission to help you find the perfect AC Delco
window switch. Your car's manufacturer sells dependable and sturdy vehicles, but all cars have
secondary systems that will on occasion cease functioning and need replacement - our site has
the replacement components your vehicle needs. Every vehicle has different features which
range from hood pads to hood struts. In most cases an automobile's interior features are
intended to improve a driver's convenience. A car's window is lowered and raised via the
window switch. If the window switch is depressed, it forces the window's motor to switch on.
Your window switch is a button that initiates the windows. A window switch is the switch the
driver can depress to raise and lower a car or truck's window. Window switches may stop
working over time because of constant use, moisture or corroded wiring. Our specialists here at
PartsGeek. If you buy a new vehicle, you are investing in a set of features that are only as good
as their parts. Today's car has been engineered to operate using a wide variety of features.
Because the typical commuter spends so much time in a vehicle, it is logical to install add-ons
that will make the miles more enjoyable. Window switches may stop working over time because

of frequent use, water damage or loose wiring. If a window switch is pushed, it forces the
electronic motor to switch on. The window switch is how car passengers force the car's
automatic windows to go up and down. The window switch is the switch that initiates the
windows. A vehicle's automatic window is raised or lowered by pushing the window switch. A
car or truck is only as good as its parts, such as the Beck Arnley window switch. When you buy
a Dorman window switch from the specialists here at PartsGeek, you can feel confident that you
are choosing the most premium parts at the best price. Since the normal commuter spends long
periods of time in his car, it is a good idea to purchase optional equipment that tends to make
the miles more enjoyable. Parts that offer a better ride could increase safety as well as handling.
There are a number of options on the market plus generic parts that can give additional
enjoyment to your commute. A window switch is how drivers make the vehicle's power
windows to go up and down. Your window switch starts the upward and downward motion of
the windows. Window switches may stop functioning over time because of frequent use, water
damage or loose wiring. When a window switch is pushed, it causes the electronic motor to turn
on. Your window switch is the car part that lowers and lifts the power windows. Hunting for a
dependable source for outstanding parts such as a Dorman window switch? Every car or truck
will need replacement components now and then, so when you need a Febi window switch,
PartsGeek. When you buy a new vehicle, you are paying for a set of features that are only as
good as their parts. Secondary systems of your car, though not critical to the smooth operation
of your vehicle, are nonetheless components you'll want to keep in perfect condition. There are
a plethora of options available in addition to inexpensive equipment that will add fun to the
commute. The window switch is the button the driver can push to lower and raise your car's
windows. Your window switch is how drivers make the car's windows to go up and down.
Window switches may stop working as time goes by due to constant use, water damage or
faulty wiring. The window switch is the button that initiates your power windows. A vehicle's
power window goes up and down via the window switch. Many times the most difficult thing
about restoring an older vehicle is looking for a reliable source of quality parts such as a Mopar
window switch. Components that offer a more deluxe ride can increase safety as well as
drivability. Minor elements of a car, while not absolutely required for the continued drivability of
your vehicle, are still elements you should preserve in perfect functioning. If you purchase a
new automobile, you are paying for a group of features that are only as good as their
components. Your window switch is the car part that initiates the power windows. Your
vehicle's power window is raised or lowered via the window switch. The window switch is the
button the passenger can press to move the car or truck's windows. If a window switch is
depressed, it causes the window motor to activate. Window switches may stop functioning over
time because of excessive use, water damage or faulty wiring. The perfect parts, like a Mopar
window switch, are just a few clicks away when you buy from PartsGeek. A car or truck is really
only as good as the parts it uses, such as a Replacement window switch. Minor systems of your
car, though not mandatory for the everyday operation of your car or truck, are still elements you
ought to keep in top condition. To take advantage of your new vehicle's newest features, you
need to use the highest quality parts. Though they might not be crucially important components
like your car's suspension, the minor components of your vehicle may be important to getting
the full pleasure from the vehicle you spend so much time and energy on. A window switch is
the button you press on to raise and lower the vehicle's windows. The car or truck's automatic
window goes up and down by pushing the window switch. A window switch is the device that
initiates the power windows. Window switches may stop functioning over time because of
excessive use, moisture or loose wiring. Your window switch initiates the downward and
upward movement of your windows. If you're in the market for a Replacement window switch,
repairing a car or truck with OEM quality parts will pay off in the long run. The specialists here
at PartsGeek understand what it's like to love your vehicle, and so we have made it our mission
to help you find the perfect Standard window switch. Innovative devices create a more
pleasurable ride. Your car's manufacturer manufactures reliable and robust cars, but all
vehicles have minor components that occasionally break or require attention - our site has the
replacement components your car or truck requires. The modern automobile is designed to
operate using many conveniences. Your window switch is the switch the passenger can
depress to raise and lower a vehicle's windows. Whenever the window switch is pressed, it
engages the window motor to switch on. A window switch is how we tell our automobile's
power windows to go up or down. A window switch initiates the up and down motion of your
window. A window switch is the car part that initiates the automatic windows. Your car or truck
is really only as good as the parts it uses, like a Standard window switch. To get unbeatable
satisfaction out of your car or truck, take a peek at a TRW window switch. Components that
make for an easier ride may increase safety plus overall operation. There are many different

options on the market plus inexpensive components that will add fun to your driving
experience. To truly take advantage of a new car's features, you will need to use top quality
replacement parts. Your window switch is the control you depress to lower and raise your car or
truck's windows. Whenever a window switch is pressed, it causes the electronic motor to
activate. The window switch is how car passengers make the car or truck's windows to raise or
lower. Your window switch starts the up and down motion of your windows. Window switches
may wear out over time due to frequent use, water damage or faulty wiring. Take advantage of
Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support
ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product.
See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure
PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Alfa Romeo. Land Rover. AC
Delco. DIY Solutions. Original Equipment. Standard Motor Products. BWD Automotive. Beck
Arnley. Dansk - JP Group. JP Group Dansk. OE Supplier. Pro Parts. Professional Parts Sweden.
VNE Automotive. Bumper Cover. Door Handle. Door Mirror Glass. Inner Fender Well. Window
Motor. Window Regulator. Click to Enlarge. Replacement Window Switch. Shipping Options:
Free Ground Shipping. Dorman Window Switch. Features: Fits, functions and matches the
appearance of the original switch for a perfect replacement every time Made from premium
materials for a long service life Original manufacturer quality Simulation and endurance tested
to ensure proper fit and performance. Genuine W Window Switch. Product SKU: W Shipping
Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Motorcraft SW Window Switch. Original Equipment W
Window Switch. Genuine 13 51 Window Switch. Product SKU: 13 51 Package Contents 1 Door
Window Switch. Read more reviews. Every thing was as I ordered. The parts came in a timely
manner. Great experience. Door window controller received on time and installed easy: Works
great. Fantastic Price. Catalog: E. Vehicle Body Dodge Ram Catalog: B. Vehicle Ford F Vehicle
Dodge Nitro. Catalog: A. Vehicle Mazda Miata. Vehicle Body Ford F Vehicle Body Chevrolet
Silverado Vehicle Volkswagen Beetle. Vehicle Porsche Catalog: F. Catalog: G. Vehicle Mercedes
SL Catalog: H. Vehicle Kia Sorento. Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Vehicle Lincoln Town
Car. Catalog: Q. Catalog: K. Catalog: S. Vehicle Volvo VNL. Catalog: N. Honda Accord Drain
Plug Washer. Honda Accord Wiper Blade. Honda Accord Cabin Air Filter. Honda Accord Air
Filter. Honda Accord Headlight. Honda Accord Catalytic Converter. Honda Accord Car Batteries.
Honda Accord Battery Cable. Honda Accord Brake Pad Set. Honda Accord Lug Nuts. Honda
Accord Axle Shaft. Honda Accord Brake Disc. Honda Accord Steering Wheel. Honda Accord
Wheel Bearing. Honda Accord Power Steering Hose. Honda Accord Shift Cable. Honda Accord
Oil Filter. Honda Accord Torque Converter. Honda Accord Valve Stem Seal. Honda Accord
Oxygen Sensor. Honda Accord Alternator. Honda Accord Valve Cover Gasket. Honda Accord
Power Steering Pump. Honda Accord Timing Belt. Honda Accord Emblem. Honda Accord Sun
Visor. Honda Accord Mirror Cover. Honda Accord Power Window Switch. Honda Accord
Bumper. Honda Accord Car Mirror. Honda Accord Armrest. Honda Accord Grille. Honda Accord
Door Lock Actuator. Honda Accord Windshield. Honda Accord Trunk Latch. Honda Accord
Engine Cover. Honda Accord Door Latch Cable. Honda Accord Window Regulator. Honda
Accord Door Lock Cylinder. Honda Accord Wheelhouse. Honda Accord Fog Light. Honda
Accord Spoiler. Honda Accord Mud Flaps. Honda Accord Ashtray. Honda Accord Cigarette
Lighter. Honda Accord Interior Trim. Honda Accord Seat Cover. Honda Accord Floor Mats.
Honda Accord Steering Wheel Cover. Honda Accord Shift Knob. Honda Accord Protection
Package. Honda Accord Splash Guards. Honda Accord Car Cover. Honda Accord Nose Mask.
Honda Accord Body Side Molding. Honda Accord Deck Lid Spoiler. Honda Accord Door Edge
Film. Honda Accord Moonroof Visor. Honda Accord Roof Rack. Honda Accord Alloy Wheels.
Honda Accord Fog Lights. Honda Accord Security System. Honda Accord Rear View Camera.
Honda Accord Air Conditioner. Honda Accord Engine Block Heater. Honda Accord CD Changer.
Honda Accord Back Up Sensors. Honda Accord Bike Attachment. Honda Accord MP3 Player.
Honda Accord Adapter Harness. Shop for Honda Accord Parts. Other Popular Honda Accord
Accessories. When the first Honda Accord was released in to Japanese market, it was a 3-door
hatchback to replace the Honda Then since , its 4-door sedan has been one of the best-selling
cars in the United States. Until now, Honda Accord has gone through nine generations. The
eighth generation Honda Accord made its debut at North American market for the model year in
It was powered by engines varying from 2. The ninth generation Honda Accord present went on
sale in in United States. And besides the trim levels carried over from previous generation, it
adds Sport and Touring trim levels as well as an Accord Plug-in Hybrid. Available powertrains
are 2. When Honda Accord reached at about 10, mileages, many problems start to find it
according to Accord owners. For your Honda Accord's long lifespan, you had better know
these: First, transmission slipping and jerking or complete failure. Honda Accord drivers
complained at CarComplaints. Some even said that the faster they drove the harder Accord

shifted. And these symptoms often happen when the Accord reached at about 10, miles. If you
notice that your Accor is suffering from hard shifting and could hear grinding noises from
underneath the vehicle, then transfer case seal, clutch slippage, transmission pan and valve
body need a thorough inspection. Second, engine and braking went wrong. Engine as the heart
of a vehicle would experience performance reducing, hard starting, loss of power when
acceleration or lower fuel efficiency. And these phenomena just happen to Honda Accord.
Generally speaking, when the Check Engine Light in the vehicle is illuminated, the Accord air
filter, oi filter, oxygen sensor and valve cover gasket should be checked. As for braking failure
in Honda Accord, you should keep a close eye on the brake pad set and brake disc. Unluckily, a
Honda Accord with long life expectancy needs lots of time and energy to be devoted to in
maintaining. And electrical auto parts in it also belong to easy-to-go-wear components due to
long-term exposure to repeated usage. Door lock actuator, for example, is responsible for
locking and unlocking power door so that you can enter in conveniently and prevent from being
stolen. It could wear out as accumulation of usage times. So could the power window switch.
And cabin air filter, wiper blade and emblem also should be serviced regularly. It carries a vast
and user-friendly catalog of genuine Honda Accord auto parts. All OEM Accord parts from here
are covered by the manufacturer's warranty, so quality, reliability and durability are not any
concern. And hassle-free return policy and fastest delivery service could guarantee you a most
satisfying shopping experience! Select Year for Honda Accord Parts. Our Customers Reviews.
Award Winning Customer Service. The Honda Integra , marketed in North America as the Acura
Integra , is an automobile produced by Japanese automobile manufacturer Honda from to It
succeeded the Honda Quint as a more luxurious and sport-oriented derivative of the Civic. The
Integra Type R is widely regarded as one of the best front-wheel-drive cars of all time. Car and
Driver magazine named the Integra to its annual Ten Best list six times: in , , and through The
GS-R model was called out specifically in and This vehicle debuted in Japan in February as the
Honda Quint Integra, available only at Honda's Japanese dealership sales channel Honda Verno
before going on sale a year later in North America as part of the then-new luxury Acura lineup.
The three-door hatchback was the only model available originally, with a five-door arriving in
October The four-door saloon bodystyle became available in Japan in the autumn of The engine
was the vehicle's most publicized feature, as DOHC, multi-valve engines were not commonplace
in entry-level models at the time. In most European countries, only the five-door liftback was
offered, as a replacement for the Honda Quint. Typically for European Integras, only the 1. The
five-door liftback model was also sold in Australia rebadged as the Rover i. Except for in Britain,
Honda did not offer the more powerful 1. The ZC engine was also shared with the Honda
Concerto , which was sold at newly established Japanese dealership sales channel called
Honda Clio , which sold luxury oriented products like the Honda Legend. Vehicles installed with
a carburetor earned Compared to the US, the European Integra was aimed downmarket and
generally lacked equipment, with neither trim level LX or EX offering painted bumpers, central
locking, power windows, nor air conditioning, even though a small number of fully equipped,
left-hand drive fuel-injected Integras were sold in the Netherlands. The Integra EX16 did offer a
sunroof, painted bumpers, a rear spoiler and Hi-Fi stereo equipment, but neither electric
windows, central locking nor air conditioning were available. This was considered as a
drawback to its European competitors such as the Peugeot 1. The first Integra never became as
popular in Europe as it did in the US, but was praised by most motor magazines for its styling
and overall road performance. The styling reflected the popularity of Honda's performance
coupe, the Honda Verno sports coupe companion Honda Prelude , with the Integra offering a
coupe for added cargo accommodation, and a slightly smaller appearance to the larger Honda
Vigor. Just like the Prelude and the Vigor of that period, the Integra featured sleek, sporty
pop-up headlights, like its Japanese dealership Honda Verno stablemates, with the CRX
adopting semi-concealed doors over the headlights. Nearly , units were sold during the
four-year run of the first-generation model, most of them in the United States. The first
generation Acura Integras actually came with two different engines. Although they shared the
same engine code D16A1 , there were a few differences. The engine differed in the years to and
to The two engines are commonly called the "Browntop" and "Blacktop" due to the color of
their valve covers. The "browntop" came in and Integras while the "blacktop" came in and
models. The improvements in the "blacktop" engine included lighter rods, domed pistons for
slightly higher compression, and an electric advance distributor the "browntop" came with a
vacuum advance distributor. The and Integras also got a minor facelift, featuring slightly
reshaped indicator lights, an improved climate control system and an update of the instrument
clocks. In Europe, the discontinued Integra five-door Liftback was discontinued in October
following the launch of the Rover-based Honda Concerto. This was the only generation to offer
3-, 4-, and 5-door models. Production of the 5-door hatchback ceased in The RSi was the base

model with a lighter weight thanks to wind-up windows, no rear spoiler and few options. All
vehicles sold in Japan had their width dimensions slightly reduced so as to be in compliance
with Japanese government regulations concerning exterior dimensions so that the car would be
officially recognized as a "compact" and not incur yearly taxes for being wider. In October , the
range received a mild facelift. At the same time, a 1. This generation saw the discontinuation of
the five-door hatchback, and the first availability of a four-door sedan outside Japan. The new
hardtop bodystyle reflected a popular trend in Japan of offering an entry level sedan, such as
the Civic-based platform the Integra used, in a reduced height four-door hardtop. The sedan
was only styled to look like a hardtop. The vehicle retained the B-pillar, while the doors were
constructed without window frames. This styling carried over to the third generation sedan, and
shared visual similarities to the Honda Verno larger companion, the Honda Vigor. In North
America, the Integra was sold under the Acura nameplate. Model choices consisted of a 3-door
hatchback and a new 4-door sedan. All trim levels were available with a 5-speed manual or
4-speed automatic transmission except for the GS-R which was only offered in a 5 speed
manual with shorter gearing than other trim levels. For the and model years, Acura offered a
GS-R model. The GS-R hatchback came only with a 5-speed manual transmission and 1. The
GS-R model is rare with less than 5, of the â€” model years Acura Integra GS-R were produced
for North America, this is confirmed by the vehicle identification number sequence of these
cars. Using this information, the production numbers of the GS-R via vehicle history reports are
determined. Honda debuted the third generation model in in Japan at Honda Verno locations. It
had an unusual four headlight front end design which was dubbed "spider eyes" by some
enthusiasts. In the U. The four headlight front end design, or "bug eye" headlights, proved
unpopular in Japan, so all JDM Integras were given a minor facelift in with more conventional
elongated flat headlights and a revised front bumper. The top model was relabeled the Integra
SiR. This generation Integra was generally not available in Europe, although some markets such
as Greece did receive this model. Dealer-installed options for the third generation Integra
included: security system, 15" alloy wheels, trunk mat, splash guards, fog lights, rear wing
spoiler, sunroof Hatchback only , CD changer, leather seats, leather shift knob and leather
steering wheel. RS : Regular Sport, was available in both hatchback and sedan. There was no
sedan available in Model dropped in Standard features were a cassette player, rear window
defroster, and tilt steering wheel. Cassette player replaced with CD player in LS : Luxury Sport,
was available in both Hatchback and seden a leather wrapped steering wheel and shift knob. SE
: Special Edition, was available in both hatchback and sedan starting from The trim was only
available in and model years until they were changed to be named the GS in From the LS, it
added leather seats, alloy wheels on all years, and a rear wing spoiler optional. GS : Grand
Sport, was available in both hatchback and sedan starting from Same standard features as the
SE. Including rear spoiler. Same standard features as the GS minus the leather seats. However,
leather seats ended up becoming a standard feature on the GS-R starting in Automatic
transmission is an option in certain markets for this car. The result was a capable sports
hatchback which was acclaimed by motoring journalists worldwide. Gear ratios for the final
drive were higher, making 1st to 3rd gears closer, while 4th and 5th were longer to maintain the
'96 Spec cruising comfort. The engine power remained the same, but use of a new 4â€”1 long
tube header brought torque lower down to 6, rpm. A final trim version offered in mid onwards
for the JDM market known as the "Type Rx" came factory fitted with motorized folding mirrors,
dashboard clock, blue-hue carbon trim interiors, and an audio system as part of the standard
package. In Japan, the Integra is revered as one of the best sports cars of the '90s. It has been
acclaimed by motoring journalists worldwide, including Evo magazine , which named the Type
R 'the greatest front-wheel-drive performance car ever', and TheAutoChannel. The Integra Type
R is considered a modern classic and prices have steadily risen. The third generation also saw
the production of a four-wheel drive option. It originated from the Honda Domani , another
derivative of this vehicle sold at Honda Clio locations. It was made from to , and used the cc
D15B engine. Honda's press material of the time indicated that the SJ was intended to provide a
"formal sedan" for the Integra range; another reason may have been to sell Ferios using a more
sporting model name at Honda Verno dealerships in Japan, as was the case with the Nissan
Laurel Spirit. This followed Isuzu's practice of selling Honda models as Isuzus which started
with the Gemini ; with Honda also selling Isuzu's sport utility vehicles in Japan and North
America some as Acuras in the latter market , and pickup trucks in Thailand. In , CCC
Information Services named the Integra as the most stolen car in the United States, with the
model year of the car listed as the third-most stolen model for that year. The fourth generation
Integra was introduced in Japan on April 13, and produced from July to July It also had an
entirely new engine, the K-series. In March , Honda announced that the Integra would be
discontinued in June after its final cars were sold, due to the shrinkage of the coupe market.

The reaction of the consumers towards the discontinuation, however, forced Honda to extend
production until July and produce more Integras. Also, the introduction of the similarly powerful
and less expensive model-year Honda Civic Si was there to fill in the gap left by the RSX. The
Integra Type R comes equipped with Recaro seats, four-piston Brembo front brakes, a close
ratio six-speed manual transmission, a limited-slip differential, variable back-pressure exhaust
system, and a stiffer suspension. In and , the Integra won two consecutive IMSA International
Sedan series manufacturers' championships, while Parker Johnstone won drivers'
championship in the same years driving the Integra. The BTC-T version of the Integra was very
successful in the British Touring Car Championship , winning 27 races and becoming the
champion in and , despite being only entered by privateer teams. The first car is a red model
driven by Edwin, played by Ja Rule. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from
Acura Integra. This article is about the automobile. For other uses, see Honda Integra
disambiguation. This article has multiple issues. Please help improve it or discuss these issues
on the talk page. Learn how and when to remove these template messages. This article relies
too much on references to primary sources. Please improve this by adding secondary or tertiary
sources. October Learn how and when to remove this template message. Some of this article's
listed sources may not be reliable. Please help this article by looking for better, more reliable
sources. Unreliable citations may be challenged or deleted. February Learn how and when to
remove this template message. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please
help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. Main article: Honda Integra DC5. Retrieved 22 February
The Telegraph. Retrieved Automobil Revue in German and French. Berne, Switzerland: Hallwag
AG. Japan: Honda. Retrieved 9 February Japan: Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association.
The Asahi Shimbun. Archived from the original on 26 March Generation 2 Integra Club.
Retrieved 1 January Retrieved 24 May The Drive. NBC News. USA Today. Honda Newsroom. US:
Honda. June Archived from the original PDF on 5 September Retrieved 2 November Honda
Motor Company. American Honda Motor Co. Honda Motor Co. Oberg Honda Malaysia Racing
Team. Acura , a division of Honda , road car timeline, â€”present. Hidden categories: CS1
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China. Vehicles exclusive to the United States. Please see what other class action settlements
you might qualify to claim cash from in our Open Settlements directory! Honda Motor Co. The
Honda engine misfire settlement will resolve a class action lawsuit Soto, et al. Honda has
denied the allegations in the class action lawsuit. The parties agree that there are no safety
concerns with the vehicles named in the litigation. Honda agreed to the class action settlement
in order to avoid the costs of a trial. The proposed class action settlement was preliminarily
approved by U. District Judge Susan Illston on Oct. To receive full compensation for your
vehicle repairs, Class Members must submit a valid Claim Form with a copy of an original repair
invoice or receipt plus proof of payments for repairs or replacement of parts on a Settlement
Class Vehicle by April 10, Class Members do not need to take any action to obtain the warranty
extension, which will cover repairs for the affected vehicles within eight years of the original
purchase or lease date of the vehicle, with no mileage limitation. Alex Soto, et al. American
Honda Motor Co. District Court for the Northern District of California. Box Torrance, CA A
second wave of checks will go out this Fall, according to the Settlement Administrator. If you

get a check, let us know! Top Class Actions Legal Statement. Please note: Top Class Actions is
not a settlement administrator or law firm. Top Class Actions is a legal news source that reports
on class action lawsuits, class action settlements, drug injury lawsuits and product liability
lawsuits. Top Class Actions does not process claims and we cannot advise you on the status of
any class action settlement claim. You must contact the settlement administrator or your
attorney for any updates regarding your claim status, claim form or questions about when
payments are expected to be mailed out. My Honda Accord is having these same issues. They
started happening in , 4 years after they closed the class action lawsuit involving my year of
Honda Accord. Has anyone been successful with getting any help from Honda on these issues?
And they new about this. Only had maybe 40, miles the first time, only have a , now. I have to
add quarts depending how much I drive. Honda obviously is refusing to fix the problem. When I
search for problems with hondas when I purchased it nothing appeared. I feel they got a slap on
the wrist and we pay dearly for it. Is there any other way to recoup losses for the damage. We
have a Honda which had to have been built in we purchased in January We just found out about
buyers previous experiences and it makes my blood boil to think they are getting away with
deceiving the public regarding this vehicle and its problems. What fraud! What they ought to be
getting is a new class action law suit to show they are still doing business as usual deceiving
the public and making a boatload of money in the process! Sad situation. What can I do? Can
Honda do anything for me? Was told by dealer too late to repair under warranty even though I
bought less than 2 years ago. Any avenue to get this piston issue addressed? I decided to get
the car fixed at the dealer since the vehicle was stranded there. The exhaust valve and piston
were fixed. Did anyone get any your questions answered? If so, can you reply? I have a Honda
Crosstour and is experiencing flashing engine light, hesitate to drive, some shaking if I drive
more than 40 miles. And if the issue with the engine is a misfire then I would not have to pay
nothing. I have a Odyssey. Repaired under warranty less than 1 year ago. Yesterday, I have my
first symptom of a repeat of this. You would think that Honda would have a responsibility, once
they know of the issue,, to inform prospective purchasers of the issue. It is one thing to find out
about an issue after and inform current owners. It is pretty shady to sell it, knowing the issue,
but not disclosing it. Because i bought the van second hand it was out of the warranty time
frame. So, as long as I keep the van I will have to replace every year? Vehicle was hesitating to
accelerate, would actually slow down when the accelerator was pressed, the emissions light
was flashing the entire time. When it was restarted, it produced a white smoke and after a short
while, began behaving the exact same way all over again. I purchased my Honda Pilot in Feb.
What can be done now? Who do I hold at fault for this issue. I have the same problem on my
Honda Odyssey. At first we got error code P, cylinder one misfire, car running rough engine
hesitating. We brought it to the dealership, they diagnosed the condition as cylinder one
misfire, agreed that we were candidates for the extended warranty repair which included at first
software update and then we were advised to drive the vehicle to determine if there was further
failure of the piston rings. We experience error codes again with noticeable smoke being
admitted out of the exhaust tailpipe. The dealership then performed the second part of the
mandatory repair replacing the piston rings. We have subsequently suffered a front catalytic
converter failure error code P as a result of the problem which caused the failure of the spark
plugs. It would appear that the excessive oil leakage into the cylinders not only caused the
failure of the spark plugs, but has now caused permanent damage to the catalytic converters as
well. I have recently had the same problem with a p code after having the warrenty work done.
Did Honda cover the cost of the repair for the cat? I am having same problem with Honday
Odyssey. I was not original owner. Is there anything that can be done? I am having the same
problem with my Honda Pilot. I replaced the spark plugs because there was a p30? My cylnder
number 3 was fouled. Replaced the plugs with OEM and still getting a misfire when I am above
70 mph on highway. Bought 09 accord 2 years ago. Told salesman to fix the problem with check
engine light and vsa light. I think they just reset code. Been dealing with this and tired of
throwing money in this car. Found tablet in glove box. Original owner had same problem since
The deadline for this has already passed by 5 years however i purchased this car from
dealership almost 2 years ago. Now my pilot is experiencing same problems as describedâ€¦. I
have a pilot. I have had this vehicle for 4. Is there anyway to get compensation? I have 16 Honda
pilot misfire number 1 I replaced spark plugs oem steel had that problem misfire number 1.
According to the bulletin this is not covered? My mechanic told me eventually the engine will
need to be replaced! Has anyone else had the same problem with an 08 Pilot? My Honda Pilot
has been having these problems for almost a year now. The first time it was misfiring, I took it to
a shop and they fixed it. Almost immediately, it misfired again. And then so did two more. So we
replaced all of the coils and spark plugs. Maybe a few weeks later, they all misfired again. So we
replaced them all again. Almost immediately, they all misfired again. My car runs so bad, shakes

like crazy, doesnt accelerate, burns oil like no other, and I have to leave the AC off even though
the weather is in the high 90s right now for my car to run decent enough to take it anywhere.
The other day, I turned on the AC in a drive thru because it was so hot, and the moment I put my
car in drive to leave, it died. Is this real??? Like are they really not going to pay to fix it even
though there is a WHOLE lawsuit about it, and my car has every single symptom stated in the
lawsuit?? If you find out, let me know!! I just had this problem start yesterday Honda Accord
Coupe. I was one a few months passed the 8 year cut-off for the extended warranty to have
helped. My honda accord is having a misfire problem.. I am now going through it Ibought the car
in last part of august and pretty much my warranty extesnion was expired and I am on my own
honda accord with a v6. My Honda Odyssey has been experiencing this issue for the last 8
months or so. Every weeks i have to pull the fouled plug in Cyl 1 and replace it. Today Cyl 3
plug finally had to be replaced as well. Loyal Honda customer for over 20 years. Employee for
But I may now be moving on to another brand as I continue to deal with the issue. My Honda
Pilot just presented with the misfiring issue for the first time. I had to argue to get a loaner from
them. After 20 years as a loyal customer. They were not forthcoming nor transparent with the
litigation and existing issues, I discovered it on my own after much research and confronting
them. How did you get help with coverage, same problem with a Honda Pilot and quoted to
repair. My Honda pilot had this done at 37, miles. The vehicle is eight years and three months
old. My car is a Honda Odyssey , does Honda would cover these expenses? I started off with
one misfiring, replaced the coil, and now another is starting to misfire. Also am i going to get a
rental to get me back and forth to work? My 4 cylinder Accord has the same issue with
excessive oil burning. Is there a separate class action suit for 4 cylinder models? Check Honda
service bulletin for vehicles Free ring replacement or Check vin number; phone Google and you
can read full service bulletin. Dated Cylinder misfire. Such crap. Dealer nor Honda will provide a
rental. Anyone have luck getting one? Engine in our Pilot locked up this week. We struggled to
make the dealership file a claim and pursue Honda USA for a new motor. Unfortunately, After all
the money spent through Honda we are still getting the runaround. Same issue with Honda
Odyssey, along with several other defects! I thhink Honda is an extremely crooked company!
That does not care sbout the safety of its consumers! I would never recommend anyone to ever
purchase or own any Honda vehicle!! For all of you, call Have your VIN number in hand as they
will need this to check your vehicle for inclusion in the class action. Warranty has been
extended 8 years on the affected vehicles. My is covered until Make sure they the Honda dealer
does all engine work necessary and not just a change of spark plugs and coils, as this issue
causes engine damage. Is my Honda v6 eligible for any compensation towards repairs on
misfire since the eligibility for the class action lawsuit expired in and I just have the problem
now in ? I have a Pilot. I did call Honda of America Support and they told me the vehicle was not
part of this settlement and would offer no further assistance on this subject, except that I my
passenger airbag needed to be replaced. FYI, my problem is on cylinder 1. The plug eventually
fouls, the engines misfires and the dashboard lights up. And, the oil after a couple miles is
black and smells burnt. Pilot, Odyssey â€¦ well, it appears that Honda put oil filled bushings in
the front end suspension that isolated engine vibration from the front suspension. Although this
issue is related VCM, this was not included in the settlement Really disappointed with Honda
right now. I bought Honda Odyssey new and now have problems with engine number 4 and 5
misfired. Mechanic already replace all spark plus and ignition coin but problem still exist. Dealer
said they can not fixed and recommend to buy new van. I bought a accord coupe and was never
told about this lawsuit or recall. I take it to Honda and they inform me recall is over. Currently, I
am having my 08 Honda Accord repaired for this exact issue. I reached out to Honda corporate
and they are paying for some of the cost to repair it. For anyone having this issue it may be
worth calling them to see if anything can be done even if the warranty extension has expired. I
bought a Honda pilot used from a Honda dealer and was never informed of this issue- Is my
Pilot still covered under the extended warranty under the settlement until ? I have been having
these issues for last few months. I have not fully repaired yet. When a class action suits settled
like this, someone must notify all customers. It seems the lawyers are the only one rich of these
suits and poor customers of products are left in the dark to defend for themselvesâ€¦. I wish
they would just pay for it to be fixed. Nothing more nothing less. I bought my new and have
been the only owner and I need to opt in to this settlement and have my car fixed. I was never
notified of this class action suit. Someone please HELP!!! First let me say that I bought a Honda
based on their history of a long life expectancyâ€¦. I leased my Honda Odyssey on November 9,
, and purchased it 3 years later. I have garaged it at the same address since that day. I was
notified about 2 different recalls: one for the airbag and one for the shift lever and immediately
took it in and had it fixed. I now have 63, miles on my beautiful van and yesterday the engine
light came on and it started bucking like a raging bull. So my issues: 1. Have not had any misfire

issues or fail codes with it to date. However in the past 18 months it has been burning about 2.
Especially when. I have purchased 3 vehicles from this dealer and have always been treated
fairly. Not without some persistence on my part at times. Please let me know how you get your
issue resolved with Honda because im having the exact same problem. Email me please at
brandynchris gmail. I just bought a Honda Accord 3. Is this a big fix? My minivan 11, odyssey
was having this misfire from time to time. When it had it the car will vibrate quite a bit, and the
VSA warning light comes on along with the check engine light; The code disappears quickly
though. I brought the car to the dealer twice and the dealer said they cant find anything wrong
and indeed the code disappeared , and charged me for the diagnosis fees. I felt they know
whats going on because I went to autozone for a code read the misfire code was still there. This
time I brought the car to the dealer and the code did not go away. The dealer finally agreed to fix
the car, saying something is wrong with the piston rings and I dont have to pay a cent for the
fix. This car is already out of the warranty so I guess they must have an internal recall on this. I
now have this loaner car for a week now and they dont know how long it will take to get the car
fixed. I was told its about a week but a week ago I was told its a week too. I have a feeling that
next week when I call they will say itll be another week. My question is, will this fix be a long
term one or just a temporary fix until some other piston rings quit? If its just a short term fix I
need to get rid of the car before it happens again. I thought all members of a potential class
action suit were supposed to be notified and given the option to opt out. I bought a Odyssey in
and did not know about this problem. I wish there was something I could do. Maybe someone
can help meâ€¦I have Honda Pilotâ€¦I was driving it on the highway.. So, I pulled over,shut the
car off and turned it back on again. Now, it is just the engine light. I am wondering if it did
misfire? But I should be covered on the warranty right? I am debating if I should take it to the
dealer or my mechanic. Back in January wife was experiencing what we took to be mild
mis-firing so my wife took the Pilot into the the local dealer. They did not charge, so that was a
plus. Since then I had an oil change and put in 5w synthetic and have been using Redline
treatment routinely as a prophylactic. Yesterday, with my wife down in Florida, Cylinder 1
misfired P code. She was able to get to the local Honda dealer and they looked at it this
morning. Senior Tech said it just needed a replacement spark plug, nothing else asked about
computer software upgrade, etc. Does anyone know why this would be? I have a Odyssey and
had a fouled spark plug at 17, and another at 30, It is going to the dealer for tests, but I am
concerned that the problem will not be resolved before my warranty is up. Is there a way that I
can be covered under this same class action suit? I took it to the dealership and after a
diagnostics they finally found a code, a cylinder misfire. They stated they would check the spark
plugs and coil but they were backed up and would have to keep it over night and run a
diagnostics again the next morning. My Odyssey suddenly dropped gas mileage in April of from
28 to 18mpg. Mileage was around 30k miles. Have switched to high mileage synthetic oil and
filter. Old air filter had black oil all over it, first time ever in 50 yrs of Hondas! This has not
improved gas mileage after over 16k additional miles. Now now accelerator is getting worse in
losing connection with the engine. Around 15 mph coasting, engine disconnects from
accelerator and no acceleration nor increased rpm. A recent new event was in trying to
accelerate from a stop light, engine bucked so violently that lost steering control and entire car
bounced up and down. Long story. Waiting until engine blows up and they have to replace
under extended warranty I purchased when I bought this car in fall of Lookup honda Torque
converter defect, issues. I had all of the above work done on my car Feb of Now all 3 catalytic
converters in my car have failed at the same time. Everything I read says that misfires cause the
temperature to rise in the converters and eventually possibility is that it burns them up. Honda
is telling me this is not covered on the extended warranty which was given for the misfire issue.
I love my car its everything I ever wanted and now it needs another 5, for repairs. It cut out on
me in rush hour in a tunnel I live on the peninsula in Virginia and travel to the south side via
tunnel Now I am scared to death to drive this car and unfortunately I owe so much on it, it sits
parked. A sad loss, even sadder Honda was no help!!! I have the same problem. Misfired from
July until Feb with multiple visits to Hondaâ€¦ before They repaired under class action. Now
same thing is going on with it but the codes are for the catalytic converter this time.. I am done
with Honda. This was your flaw with engine design not mine. I have filed a claim with Honda
Corp and wAiting to hear back. I have never had a cat issue before.. My car is only 6 years old..
Its because of the oil supposedly and i need to buy a new short block they said. This sounds
like because of the oil burning to quickly. I need to know what I can do.. Can I have this
reimbursed? Honda Odyssey Misfire piston 4 today. Dealership plans to replace 4 spark plugs
and 4 rings on the piston. My dealership has proven to be a keeper too. I bought my odyssey
like 7 months ago and already have misfire in cylinder 2 and 6 last week. The mileage is about I
still have the extended powertrain warranty up to Is this misfire issue cover by powertrain

warranty? Is there anything that can be done for 4 cylinder Honda Accord for this claim as I
have missed this and did not know this was an issue. My car is burning a quart every miles.
Purchased my Honda Accord in and just now experiencing an issue with my oil. Having to
closely monitor oil levels and add quarts between oil changes. Are there any other suits or
recalls? Bought a used Honda at CarMax last year miles I have take my car back to the dealer 2
times due to misfires. Are there any recalls on this? My Odyssey, in the last few months, has a
misfire. This is definitely later than the suit deadline. Are there any other suits at the present or
recalls we can get in on? Purchased my Accord in , had no probs with it until last Friday. Found
out that valve cover gaskets were leaking onto my alternator. Had to replace both. Is there a way
for me to be compensated? My Accord gave codes for cylinder 1, 2, and 3 misfire. Honda
performed a computer update and the car ran fine for a year. I noticed the car seemed to have
lost acceleration power and I scheduled to have normal maintenance work performed â€” timing
belt and timing belt tensioner replaced. Before I could have the work performed, I noticed a loud
noise coming from the engine so I added that to the list to be investigated. A cam lobe along
with a rocker arm had pitting. After all work was completed, the check engine light came on and
codes for cylinder 4, 5 and 6 misfire was given. They said they had never seen anything like it
and could not tell me what was wrong with it without digging into the motor at my expense.
They did advise that compression was lost in the cylinders and that was causing the misfires.
This was not covered under the extended warranty as cylinders 5 and, 6 were not covered. I
have been searching as well to find out if other people had issues such as this. The only thing
that I positively know is that the car was fine and then all of a sudden it starts misfiring, spitting
out codes for 4, 5, and 6, and I have a loss of compression. They did tell me that all the
mechanic work previously completed was superbly performed so that was not the issue. My
Honda Odyssey with only 40, miles had flashing engine light. The dealer replaced spark plugs
and upgraded the software. They checked the spark plug and it was fouled. The ceramic around
the electrode was missing. Honda is saying that cylinder 6 is not covered under the lawsuit
settlement. The dealer wants me to pay for tear down as there is no compression in the cylinder
6. What a mistake to buy Honda??? I have a Accord V-6 and have been having the cylinder
misfire problem as well. It started earlier this year with a check engine light. I took it to the
dealership and they told me it was cylinders 1 and 2 that were misfiring. They replaced the
spark plugs and I did not have to pay out of pocket for anything. About 2 weeks ago the little
evil check engine light came back on. I had a friend of mine hook up his personal scanner and
found out cylinder 5 was misfiring. Since it was the same issue, I did what anyone would do and
take it to dealership so they can fix it without having to cover any costs. I took it in to the Honda
dealership earlier this week and they did a diagnostic. It turned out there were misfires on
cylinders 5 and 6 and for some strange reason told me my car was going to have to stay over
night because they need to do a second diagnostic. I told them I needed my car and will just
bring it in another day. I took it in a later day and it turned out that there was no second
diagnostic needed. There goes my time being wasted!! After dropping my car off I went home. I
argue about how the charges came about if it was the exact same problem I had a month ago.
They tell me that the warranty only covered cylinders Im wondering if anyone else has had
issues with cylinders 5 and 6? Believe in having an engine misfire issue. Gas mileage has
decreased significantly in the past several months. Just had car towed with shaking and engine
light flashing. If this is in fact the issue can I still file for reimbursement? I have a Honda Accord
with 99, miles now. I just drop it off this morning with the code p telling me mis- fire on 3
cylinder I replace the plug and coil pack and it did not fix it. I notice a after a thousand miles
after a oil change it burnt a QT of oil and the gas mileage went from 25 mpg to 20 mpg. I have
seen several complaints on this issue and my car is one of them now. I hope they fix it today
because I am getting rid of it moving on to a better car. And also I have a Honda van now with
its 2nd recall on it its going next! Hi, I think I have the same problem. When the engine is cold
the check engine light would come on along with the VSA light, P â€” 6 cyl. Engine burns small
amount of oil, down about a pint at the next oil change. I have now had it in the shop twice due
to this misfire recall. The first time, the dealership fixed it, but did not notify me that if was going
to possibly happen again. The 3 spark plug fouled again, having me limp on what seemed like 2
cylinders to a dealership while travelling. Was told by that dealer, that after the first time, the
dealership should have replaced rings on the pistons to prevent this from happening again.
This is a huge inconvenience for me. Just made another appointment to take it on Saturday to
schedule a complete overhaul, which they said can take days. I should not have to worry about
being stranded in a practically new vehicle. The dealership has fixed for free under recall both
times so far. And this does extend my powertrain warranty for 8 years due to the qualifying
code for misfire. I own Crosstour and experienced misfiring in August after the deadline of the
class action claim. The dealership told me that Honda knew of the problem. I am on the hook for

paying for the problem. Honda has decided not to honour its own product so I can no longer
support them. I will in fact let others know that Honda is a much different organization and I will
no longer be purchasing or recommending Honda. I owned a Honda Pilot EX-L and just recently
experiences the problem while driving in constant speed around 60 and then the engine light
went flashing. Got a device and it read the code, P and googled it and found out about this
misfire class action lawsuit against Honda few months back. I went to the dealership and they
replaced the spark plugs at no cost to me, but the same issue, but milder without the engine
light, still happened. I am scheduled to return to follow up with the dealership. It involved with
the removing of the valve cover and adjusted all intake and replaced engine spark plugsâ€¦ not
sure if this is related to the misfire and whether or not this is eligible for the reimbursement
based on the misfire no code on the invoice, so I have to look into it with the dealership. Any
comments? This problem is not limited to the V6. I just had my EX-L 4 cylinder with less then
81K rebuilt for this exact issue. I originally thought it was the transmission because of some
noise and what appeared to be slipping from gear. I took it into the dealer and the mechanic
quickly recognized it as an engine problem and bet me I was out of oil. Not what they did to fix
what the problem caused. The dealer did not disclose this info to me. I thought I did my
homework but no where did I see this lawsuit until after I purchased the car. It had only 8, miles
on it and I only drive about 5, a year. I am worried that I will not have problems until after the 8
year drivetrain warranty is up. I am very pissed the dealer can get away with knowing of such a
problem and not telling you. I have a Accord EX, 4-cyl, and had to learn about this as my car
bought at dealer 7 months ago Honda certified preowned with 50K miles, started having oil light
come on and funny noises and hesitations. Anyone have suggestions as to plan of action? I
sure hope there is a fix, and that my K warranty covers it allâ€¦Very disappointed as a long time
Honda ownerâ€¦. I bought the car in with 43k miles on it. After having it two months spark plugs
started going out, it was using excessive oil, and the engine was misfiring all the time. Honda
replaced the spark plugs, for free, 3 times. Spark plugs at Honda are My car was certified and
had an extended warranty. I went to them several times and they said it was a computer
problem. They then updated my computer. I still have all the same issues. I can get my oil
changed and within 2 weeks my car is 2 quarts low on oil easily. I am very happy about this
class action and hope to hear something soon! We pay way too much for nice cars for them to
have so many problems! My 4 cylinder is also doing this. They Boch Honda Norwood Ma just
told me i have massive interior engine damage. I see this happening to other people and i
wonder if anyone can tell me how to get a class action suit started? Dealership wanted me to do
the consumption test, but I went to Pennzoil and it stopped burning oil. I now have I have a
Accord 4 cylinder EX-L and the exact same problem. That is supposed to be a solution? We will
see. In the mean time, Honda just lost a loyal customer. Ford will get my new car business.
Engine repaired as required under settlement. Since car has been back to dealer 5 times for oil
leaked, exhaust leaks and emissions lights on dash. Oil leaks on exhaust make car smell
horrible. Car has been back to dealer 5 times and this morning the check engine light is back
on. The problem is that this repair is extensive and out of the realm of a shop mechanic. These
engines are assembled at the factory. Once the head and oil pan are removed at the dealer there
is no getting back. We are DONE! I have been a loyal Honda buyer for 25 years. I think I am done
now! I absorbed the lousy brake issues but now this is really pissing me off! The service
centers will NOT do any repairs unless the trouble code lights are on. Please object to the
settlement as it is feel-good wording. In order for the oil consumption trouble codes to come on
your vehicle must be around 3. If you car is stuttering and running like crap they will not fix it
unless it generates a code for misfiring. Please object, complain or otherwise make this crappy
settlement more noticeable. I drive a Pilotâ€¦ very low miles. I do not have an oil consumption
issue yet but the oil gets really really dirty very quickly. So what are the symptoms of the issue
here? I have a 4 cylinder Accord EX-L that is also burning oil, and I am getting the runaround
from the local Honda dealership about getting it repaired. I have brought it in twice for it burning
oil, and they have overfilled it so it looks like it is not low when I check it again. I want to know
why only the V6 vehicles are included in this settlement and not the 4 cylinders? We are all
having the same issue! Mine also makes a high idle rough sound upon starting cold and always
wait for it to drop down in idle before taking off. Pretty stupid for a vehicle only a few years old.
Hi Jesse, I have a also, manual transmission. Document everything, bring it back to the dealer
and have them check your oil every miles. DO NOT let them check it without you there. Wait
until the engine is cool. The 6cyl refers to the Crosstour only. I went to my dealeship with all the
documentation of what I was finding online, the lawsuit had not been settled yet. Now that it is,
my dealership was given permission from HONDA to take the car in and fix it next week. I will be
calling to find out how I can get my car covered for another 4 years. Jesse, I have a 4 cylinder
and have been dealing with the oil buring for over 2 years. I have been a loyal Honda owner but

will never buy another as they have not backed up their product or admitted there is a problem.
My dealer just claimed it was normal wear at 20, miles which seemed odd that the rear went
before the front. Honda is now below Kia in my book. I wll buy U. What about the FIT??? First
one, then the other. Honda are you listening? I have a Honda Accord 4 cylinder using excessive
oil and has been pretty much since it was purchased. The dealership and maintenance crew did
not show any concern about this, I figured I was just going to have take the lose and buy a new
car. I had my oil changed and 4 weeks later my car did not register any oil on the oil dip stick so
this is effecting more then the V6 Honda Accords because mine is a 4 cylinder. My question is
where is all this oil going? I show no oil stains in my driveway and no smoke coming out of my
car and no sign of oil on the engine. Can some one help me with being a part of this class action
suit? Did you ever find out about if there is a lawsuit for the accord 4cyl because my car is
burning excessive oil. I drove a mile trip with a freshly oil change came back home and car
started making a funny noise i checked it the next day oil stick bone dry. I just need help finding
out how to file claim. I have an 08 Honda Accord. I am having to constantly put oil in it. My
mechanic stated that blue smoke comes out the exhaust as a result of the engine burning oil. It
also has a grinding sound when I first cold start it after it sits for hours at a time. Can anyone
give me any advice? I have a Honda Accord that is a 4 cylinder. I started burning 2 quarts of oil
between oil changes and took it to the dealer. They told me 1 quart per miles was normal. I took
it for an oil consumption test which they said would be two times. It was down 2 quarts the first
time and only. I thought that was fishy and really thought it when they told me that I had to have
a total of 4 now they would take an average. At the third one I was down only. I went about two
weeks later to get a new battery and the guy at the local place not the dealer said that the oil
was overfilled. It was starting to make sense to me then. I went for the final test and before I
went â€” I took it to my local place and had them check it first. It was down a quart. Lo and
behold 30 minutes later at the dealer it was only down. Went immediately back to my local place
and it was down. I immediately called and spoke to the service manager at the dealer. I told
them that it had been overfilled and that I had it checked both before and after their checks and
know there is a Class Action Suit and that they fudged the numbers to make it not need the fix.
He initially tried to say that people can read the dipstick differently but then told me that he
would call the field agent. He called me back a few days later and I was approved for the fix.
They changed rings, gaskets, nuts, bolts, and pistons all covered under warranty. They get paid
from Honda so why do they try and not let it meet the criteria??? Hard to trust them now!! I have
Honda Accord, it burn the oil like crazy, i have to keep an eye on it all the time and fill the oil at
least 1 litter every week. This is unacceptable, if Honda manuafacturing do not deal with this
problem, i will not buy any Honda again. This is my first and also last Honda vehicle. I own a
Honda Accord 4cyl and it is doing the same thing the V6 Accords are doing, burning oil and I
just had to have my spark plugs replaced paid for out of my pocket. Is this cover as well? If not,
why not? Please let me know if you have heard anything back. I called the number provided by
the Class Action Suit and was informed that the 4-Cylinder is not apart of the lawsuit. I recently
brought my car in for the last Oil consumption reading and it was found that the engine burned
at least 2 quarts in less than miles. It sounds like they are doing a ring replacement instead of
replacing the short block as others have stated has been done to repair their cars. They also
diagnosed the car with misfires due to fouled spark plugs. A check engine light code P was
read. I have a Honda Crosstour and each time I have had it to the shop for a oil change I told the
service manager that after I have come to a complete stop then go thru a intersection I have a
hesitation was told by the service manager that it was due from slowing down then speeding
up??? I said I do not believe so. I had a hesitation problem with my Accord, V-6, but it turned
out to be a result of my driving habit of using my left foot for the brake and right foot for the
accelerator. There is a safety feature that shuts down the engine if you barely depress the brake
pedal, which I was unknowingly doing with my left foot sometimes. Hope your problem is a
simple as mine was. I agree! I do not trust anything the dealership says about my Honda
Crosstour. I have owned other Honda vehicles and have never had as many problems with any
car. I have replaced an ignition coil, oil pressure switch, it is burning oil and is being blamed on
a leaking vtec spool valveâ€” I believe it is all related to this misfire issue. My Crosstour at 38,
miles has had no problems. How likely is it to occur? Once repaired, how likely is it to happen
again? I have a accord with 58, miles and it has been in the shop 2 times for engine misfire on 2
cylinder. They changed the spark plug both times! Then a month ago I took it in for the same
problem and also my warranty was up! They put in a new short block it only took 2 days! I paid
nothing and they gave me a car to drive for the 2 days! We purchased from the original owner k.
Did your Honda dealership relent with your persistent questioning of oil consumption? What
exactly did you do to get your short block replaced? I would like advice on how I should
proceed following this lawsuit. Should I file for the reimbursement and extended warranty, or

should I sue? Ingenuity is key here. They will tell you that you need a timing belt. If they refuse
to cover it, the class action should reimburse you. They will replace the short block if you can
prove that your car is burning more than a qt of oil in miles. They are replacing my engine block
and asked me if I want to pay extra to have the timing belt replaced. Why are they required to
give me a new timing belt? Cant they just put the old one back? I didnt realize the class action
required replacing the timing belt. I have not received the settlement notice. Not really fair. I
bought this car because I thought it would be dependable and worry free but I have to worry
about maintaining oil levels. Is 1 and a half quarts of oil enough oil for the car to run properly?
Oil is not cheap these days. That fact increases the cost of operating the car much more than
what was projected when I purchased the car which in my eyes, further decreases the value of
the car. I was not offered to a ring job to repair my car, which is what I believe the car needs to
stop the excessive oil burning, but the spark plugs were changed. My spark plugs were not
changed until my Honda Automobile Customer Representative, Yefri Lopez, approved the
replacement. In all fairness, I must note this did occur before the settlement was reached. I still
beleive this should have been covered by my extended warranty. Hopefully I can get it
adequately repaired by Honda now with the backing of the warranty extention settlement. I
traded in my accord V6 for a accord 4 cycl because of the problem with misfire and oil
consumption in the v6. Have not had any problems with the 4 speed, does not burn any oil! I
was stranded several times with it misfiring so bad that I did not feel comfortable driving it,
several complaints to Honda and no answers so I got rid of it â€” Best thing I did! Thank you
Honda! After several years of the local dealer telling me the proper codes were not coming up to
get the problems fixed I have replaced a set of spark plugs, quarts of oil per month, along with
the power steering pump that went out at 60, miles and, uh oh, we missed the time frame to
submit that warranty claim. I will never buy another one of your products!!! Thanks for listening
to my rant and have a nice life:. I have had misfire and jerking but the salesman told me that it
was normal with ESO so how will I be able to get the extended warranty in the event my
problems are just beginning. My car has now and is out of the factory warranty. Can I file to get
the extended warranty. I received your claim for repairs for my Honda Odyssey Touring vehicle,
however, i have not had any previous claims yet. I just want to ensure that if i donothing, that a
warranty extension will automatically be in force, protecting my vehicle for a period of time.
What is this new warranty and its expiration date? We did incurred expenses for towing and
twice for car rentals. We have had trouble with that car from day of purchase. Three Honda
Dealerships told us there is a problem with the engine. We should be able to be included in this
lawsuit. Thank you. You should lookup Honda Torque converter issues. It will open your eyes.
Honda is extremely unsafe! And misleading, crooked company!! I have been experiencing
recently these thingsâ€¦misfire of spark plugsâ€¦engine not running smoothly. This causes me
anxiety on the road as I am a single white femaleâ€¦62 years of age. Thank you,. I have a Honda
Accord V6 it has miles on it and I have had it in the shop twice for cylinder 2 misfiring. I took it
to the Honda dealer and they replaced the spark plug and now they are telling me that there is a
kit that has to be order and put in my car. I have not had any out of pocket expense to date. So
my question is do I need to sign up for this class action suit? I have a new Pilot with miles ,
have had no problems yet , Do I sign up for this class action to offset future costs? Or is this
only for people that have had problems? Sounds like I should trade it in for ? Or do they have
the same issues. I bring in my car in between 3K and 3. I was told by the service desk that I
should add a quart of oil to my car between oil changes. They are all aware that this is a Huge
Honda Problem. Has anybody had any luck with this lawsuit? I have the exact same model and
the exact same problem. They then agreed to clean the heads and install a new software
program that is supposed to be a solution. I have not had any misfire codes come up on my car
Yet? I would like to know if the dealer would do any preventive maintenance on my car to avoid
this problem? Or do I have to wait for codes to come up,I will ask on my next service I will check
my oil more often to see if I am burning oil? Your email address will not be published. Read
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reliability and became one of the best selling car around Engine sizes vary depending on the
generation of Accord. The most popular manufactured and sold engine were the various 4 liter
engines. The latest generation of Accords include a CVT transmission for the automatic
versions. This donor vehicle is a 4 Door Sedan and has a 2. The vehicle's outside color is Grey
Grey. This donor vehicle is a 4 Door Sedan and has a 1. The vehicle's outside color is Red Red.
The vehicle's outside color is White White. This donor vehicle is a 4 Door Sedan. The model
package is LX and the transmission is AT. The vehicle's outside color is Gray Gray. The donor
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This donor vehicle is a 4 Door Sedan and has a 2,4L engine. This Honda Accord is Stock and
has 43 used parts still available for purchase. The vehicle's outside color is Burgundy Red
Burgundy Red. The vehicle's outside color is Obsidian Blue Obsidian Blue. The donor vehicle
has a 3. The vehicle's outside color is Lunar Silver Lunar Silver. The model package is EX and
the transmission is Automatic. The vehicle's outside color is Black Blue. This Honda Accord is
Stock and has 27 used parts still available for purchase. This Honda Accord Hybrid is Stock and
has 21 used parts still available for purchase. The model package is Hybrid and the
transmission is C Speed Automatic. This donor vehicle is a 4 Door Sedan and has a 3. The
vehicle's outside color is Burgundy Burgundy. This donor vehicle is a SPO 2Dr and has a 2. The
vehicle's outside color is White Orchid Pearl White. This donor vehicle is a 2 Door Coupe and

has a 3. The vehicle's outside color is Blue Blue BP. This donor vehicle is a 2 Door Coupe and
has a 2. The model package is SE and the transmission is AT. The model package is EX and the
transmission is MT. This donor vehicle is a 4 Door Sedan and has a V6 engine. The ve
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hicle's outside color is D Gray Grey. This Honda Accord is Stock and has 52 used parts still
available for purchase. This donor vehicle is a 2 Door Coupe. The model package is EXL and the
transmission is Automatic. This donor vehicle is a 4 Door Sedan and has a 4 cyl engine. This
Honda Accord is Stock and has 40 used parts still available for purchase. The vehicle's outside
color is Gold Gold. The vehicle's outside color is Satin Silver Silver. The model package is VP
and the transmission is AT. The model package is EX and the transmission is 5 Speed Manual.
The vehicle's outside color is Black B92P. The vehicle's outside color is Purple Purple. The
model package is LX and the transmission is 5 Speed Manual. Cart: 0 Items About. Call and
speak to a live person! Toggle navigation AH Parts Dismantlers. View Parts. View real Honda
Accord vehicle catalogs for car parts, instead of diagrams. Please Scroll down and make a
selection. Join our email list and get weekly updates of new arrivals!

